Some random versions of deterministic fixed point theorems for condensing and nonexpansive operators are obtained.
Introduction
Since Bharucha-Reid [1] proved the stochastic version of the well-known Schauder's fixed point theorem, random fixed point theory and applications have been developed rapidly in recent years, see, e.g., Bharucha-Reid [1, 2] , Itoh [7, 8] , Papageorgiou [12] , Sehgal and Singh [15] , Sehgal and Waters [16] , and Lin [11] . The purpose of the present paper is to continue discussions of this line, that is, some random versions of deterministic fixed point theorems for condensing and nonexpansive operators are derived.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, ( Q, 2 ) denotes a measurable space with X a oalgebra of subsets of Q. For a metric space (X, d), we denote by CB(X) and (K(X)) all nonempty closed bounded (compact) subsets of X, by H the Hausdorff metric on CB(X) induced by d. A multifunction /: Q -» X is called (X-) measurable if, for any open subset B of X, f~ (B) :-{co eCl: f(a>)C\B 0 }el. Note that in Himmelberg [6] this is called weakly measurable; since in this paper we use only this type of measurability, we omit the term "weakly" for simplicity. Note also that if f(oe) e K(X) for every a> e Í2, then / is measurable if and only if /~ (F) e S for every closed subset F of X. A measurable operator x : Q, -> X is called a measurable selector of a measurable multifunction /: Í2 -> X if x(co) e f(co) for each oe e Ci. Let M be a nonempty closed subset of X. Then a mapping /: Q x M -* X is called a random operator if, for each fixed x in M, the map /(•, x) : ¿I -► X is measurable. A measurable operator x: Cl -* X is said to be a random fixed point of a random operator f: Çlx M -* X if x(to) e M and f(co, x(co)) -x(a>) for all 03 e Q.
If C is a closed subset of a Banach space X, a mapping /: C -► X is called a contraction if there exists a constant zc in (0,1) such that ll/(*)-/Ü')ll<fc||*-;vll, x,yeC. Ic(x) -{z e X: z = x + a(y -x) for some y e C and a > 0}.
When C has a nonempty interior, a map /: C -► X is said to satisfy the Leray-Schauder condition if there is a point w in int(C) such that
for all y e bdy(C), the boundary of C, and m > 1 . If / is weakly inward, then it satisfies the Leray-Schauder condition. We recall that a mapping f:C-rX is said to be demiclosed at y e X if, for any sequence {xn} in C, the conditions xn -► x e C weakly and f(xn) -* y strongly imply f(x) = y. It is well known that (Browder [3] ) if C is a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space and f:C-+X is nonexpansive, then / -/ is demiclosed at every y e X. For more such mappings see Brück [4] . Now let B be a nonempty bounded subset of X. The Kuratowski's measure of noncompactness of B is defined as the number a(B) = inf{c > 0: B can be covered by a finite number of sets of diameter < c} . A mapping f:C^>X is called condensing if / is continuous and, for each bounded subset B of C with a(B) > 0, a(f(B)) < a(B). A random operator /: Q x C -X is continuous (weakly inward, condensing, nonexpansive, contraction, etc.) if the map f(co, ■) : C -* X is so, for each fixed oeeCi.
Main results
Let C be a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of a reflexive Banach space X. Recall that C is said to have the fixed point property (FPP) for nonexpansive mappings if every nonexpansive mapping T: C -► C has a fixed point (cf. Kirk [9] ). Here we say that C has the random fixed point property (RFPP) for nonexpansive random operators if, for any measurable space (Q, X) with X a sigma algebra of subsets of Q, every nonexpansive random operator T: Q x C -► C has a random fixed point. The question now arises as to whether C has the RFPP for nonexpansive random operators if C has the FPP for nonexpansive mappings. In this section, we shall give partial answers to this question. We shall also derive some random fixed point theorems for non-self-condensing and nonexpansive random operators. Theorem 1. Let C, a nonempty closed bounded convex separable subset of a reflexive Banach space, have the FPP for nonexpansive mappings and let T: fix C ^ C be a nonexpansive random operator. Suppose one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
(i) X is closed under the Suslin operation (cf. [17] ) ; (ii) X is strictly convex and I -T is demiclosed at zero.
Then T has a random fixed point. Proof. Since C has the FPP for nonexpansive mappings, for each co eCl, the set F(co) :={xeC: T(co,x) = x} is nonempty and closed. Suppose, first, assumption (i) is satisfied. Then all different definitions of measurability in the literature are equivalent (Wagner [17, Theorem 4.2] ). Thus, the same proof as Lin [11, Lemma 1] yields that F admits a measurable selector x that is a random fixed point of T. Suppose now that assumption (ii) is satisfied. Since X is strictly convex, F(co) is convex and hence weakly compact. We show that F is rzz-measurable, i.e., for each x* in X*, the dual space of X , the numerically valued function x*F is measurable. Let Fn(co) := {x e C: \\T(co, x) -x\\ < 1/zz}, zz = 1, 2, .... By Itoh [7, Proposition 3] , each Fn is measurable. Let dw be the metric on C induced by the weak topology (the separability of C implies the weak topology on C is a metric topology,) and let Hw be the Hausdorff metric produced by dw . We claim that, for each co e Q, ( 
3.1)
Mm HJFn(co), F (co)) = 0.
In fact, since (X^=xFn(co) = F(co), the limit in (3.1) exists and we denote it by h(co). If h(co) > 0, then there exists, for each zz, an xn in Fn(co) such that (3.2) dw(xn,F(co))>2-h(co).
Let {xki} be a subsequence of {xn} converging weakly to some x e C, i.e., dw(xki ,x)-»0 as zc' -» oo. Then (3.2) implies (3.3) dw(x,F(oe))>\h(co)>0.
On the other hand, since \\xki -T(co, xk>)\\ < l/k' and / -T(w, ■) is demiclosed at zero, it follows that x -T(co, x) = 0, i.e., x e F(co). This contradicts (3.3), and (3.1) is proven. Now, by Itoh [7, Proposition 1], F is w-measurable. Thus, by Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [10] , there exists a it;-measurable selector x of F , i.e., for each x* e X*, x*x is measurable as a numericallyvalued function on Q. Since C is separable, x is measurable [2, Theorem 1.2]. This x is the desired random fixed point of T. D Remark 1. If X is uniformly convex, / -T is demiclosed at every y e X (Browder [3] ). Hence the assumption that X is closed under the Suslin operation in Lin [11, Lemma 1] is superfluous. However, we do not know if this is valid in general. We also remark that the boundedness of f(co, S) in Lin [11, Lemma 1] can be replaced by the boundedness of f(co, x) for some x e C and each co e Cl, since if f(co, x) is bounded for some x eC and all co e Cl, one can construct for each co e Cl a closed bounded convex subset C(co) of S containing the trajectory {fn(co, x)} of f(co, ■) at x such that C(co) is f(co, ^-invariant, i.e., f(co, C(co)) ç C(co). We now turn to consider non-self-operators.
Theorem 2. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a separable Banach space X,T: ClxC -* X a condensing random operator that is either (i) weakly inward or (ii) satisfies the Leray-Schauder condition. Suppose, for each co e Cl, T(co, C) is bounded. Then T has a random fixed point.
Proof. By results of Reich [13, 14] , in both cases, the set Theorem 3. Let C, a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of a separable Banach space X, have the RFPP for nonexpansive random operators, and T: ClxC -► X a nonexpansive random operators. Suppose T is weakly inward. Then T has a random fixed point.
Proof. For a fixed co e Cl and t e (0, 1) let r = t/(\ -t) and Fia = F(co,-) = (I + r(I-TJ)-\ where Tw -T(co, •) and / is the identity operator on X. Then is is easy to see that F is a well-defined single-valued nonexpansive operator on its domain Dw. For any fixed z in C define g: C -> X by g(x) = tTw(x) + (1 -t)z. One easily checks the contraction g is also weakly inward (cf. [5, p. 56] ) and hence has a fixed point x, e C. This means z = (1 + r)x. -rT,x, e D" and
Fw(z) = xt e C. Since z is arbitrary, it follows that DwD C and Fw maps C into C itself. Therefore F: Clx C -+ C is a nonexpansive random operator and thus has a random fixed point x by assumption of the theorem. This x is clearly also a random fixed point of 7. D Theorem 4. Let C be a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of a separable uniformly convex Banach space X and let T: Clx C -> X be a nonexpansive random operator. Suppose C has a nonempty interior and T satisfies the LeraySchauder condition, i.e., for each co e Cl, there exists an element z e int(C) ( depending on co) such that (3.4) f(co,y)-z¿a(y-z)
for all y e bdy(C) and a > 1. Then T has a random fixed point. Proof. Let 0 < t < 1. For a fixed co e Cl, let z = z(co) e int(C) satisfy (3.4). Then one easily sees that the contraction fw: C-»I, defined by fJx) = tT(co,x) + (l-t)z, xeC, satisfies the Leray-Schauder condition. Thus, by Reich [14] , fa has a unique fixed point xt(co). As in the proof of Theorem l(ii), we see that xt: Cl -> C is measurable. It follows that there is a sequence {xn} of measurable operators xn : Cl -> C satisfying (3.5) lim\\xn(co)-T(oe,xn(oe))\\=0
for each co e Cl. Let Fn(co) = w-c^x^co): i > n) (w-cl denotes the weak closure) and F(co) = f\™=x Fn(co). Then, as in Itoh [8, p. 265] , F is weakly compact valued and has a measurable selector x. It remains to show that, for each co e Cl, x(co) is a fixed point of T(co, ■). Toward this end, we choose, from the definition of F(co), a subsequence {xnr(co)} of {xn(co)} converging weakly to x(co). Since / -T(co, •) is demiclosed at zero, it follows from (3.5) that x(co) = T(co, x(co)), as required. □
